ACROSS
1 Queen goes to outskirts of city – one in France (6)
4 A trolley porter brought round with various dishes in 11 (1,2,5)
10 Urban area with underground lake, as well (9)
11 Poor miser in French city (5)
12 Regrets ways in 11 (4)
13 Queen’s radio broadcast, for example, not far from 2 (4,6)
15 Mountain animal taking tea for a month in 11 (7)
16 Footwear of French peasants, small monks but no bishop (6)
19 Like 21 across, Scottish football champions 2016-17 (6)
21 No. 27 confused 27’s residents (7)
23 Drunk beside hall, looking unkempt (10)
25 Bargain time that’s dirty in 11 (4)
27 Leading battleships remain at French port (5)
28 Capital of Charente, one right away from minor league revision (9)
29 Warehouse Parisian’s in, little one containing cloth (8)
30 Lass troubled working at spa centres or lounges in 11 (6)

DOWN
1 Cor! Maria is off to old Brittany (8)
2 Cathedral’s title includes radical books first (5,4)
3 Waterbird on edge of the Camargue also turned up (4)
5 Badly demoralised – no more little boys (7)
6 Chef’s unusual blunder – cook finally ousted (6,4)
7 Bears losing capital? Remains to be seen at Pont du Gard (5)
8 Tries art in 11 and declares (6)
9 WW2 resistance forces run away from noble (6)
14 Frenchman not upset about going round market in part of Paris . . . . (10)
17 . . . . decorator working in another part (9)
18 Exams even grasped by fool (2-6)
20 US city, fashionable in 11, in the past (7)
21 Swimmer turns blue, then turns silver (6)
22 Little Edith cut French corn that’s fit to eat (6)
24 Fragrance of early stocks – one hundred in 11 (5)
26 Island mountain range (4)

Solution 15,600
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